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1. Basic operation decisions are taken at the Ã¢â‚¬Â¦.. level of educational 
administration.

     	      top

     	--->> middle

     	      lower

     	      little

2. One of the roles of supervisors in school is providing or giving demonstration in 
various aspects of teaching skills to

     	      staff.

     	      guards.

     	      pupils.

     	--->> teachers.

3. The Ã¢â‚¬Â¦.. of administration are to guide the administrator on possible actions in 
specific situations.

     	      issues

     	      tenets

     	      ideas

     	--->> principles

4. The  most expensive and also the most indispensable factor in the school system is 
the

     	--->> teacher.

     	      staff.

     	      pupils.

     	      head teacher.
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5. Planning is a general process of establishing priorities for future

     	      growth.

     	      implementation.

     	--->> action.

     	      advice.

6. Teacher preparation requirements demands that teachers of early childhood 
education should be well acquainted with the broad spectrum of child

     	      affairs.

     	--->> development.

     	      interaction.

     	      instructions.

7. inflow and outflow of money in an organisation is

     	      ledger.

     	      balance.

     	--->> cash flow.

     	      imprest.

8. In conflict management, when negotiations fail or get stuck, parties often call in an 
independent

     	--->> mediator.

     	      candidate.

     	      variable.

     	      teacher.

9. Apart from the usual weekly, terminal or annual promotion examination which only 
show level of performance, there is need to evaluate the conditions and environment 
under which pupils

     	--->> learn.

     	      grow.
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     	      play.

     	      sleep.

10. The main function of educational administrators can generally be said to be that of

     	      documentation.

     	      initiation.

     	--->> implementation.

     	      registration.
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